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NAKANo Seiichi and Colonial Ethnic Studies

Kevin M. Doak

Introduction

In tracing the development of Japanese wartjme anthropology, it is helpful to think agajnst

the grain of specialization that so often characterizes writing about Japanese academics. For

institutional and personal reasons, Japanese academics and intellectuals have often been

ensnared in what MARuyAMA Masao (JtL"IEes) famously called the "octopus trap" of

modern Japanese institutional structure: the narrow proprietary claims imposed by

professionalization and disciplinization (MARuyAMA 1957: 163). To adopt a perspective that

seeks to break free from this octopus trap runs risks of its own: specifically, the risk of

ignoring the deep personal loyalties and close relationships that do in fact underlay

professional academic research, in Japan as elsewhere. Yet, too tight a fbcus on such

personal relationships may lead to an under-appreciation of the cross-fertilization that

happens when academics and intellectuals fo11ow their own intellectual curiosities and

interests, when they read articles and books on related topics from other fields, and

especially when a discipline is undergoing transfbrmation or even new fbrrnation, as was the

case with ethnology in wartime Japan. Ideas, it turns out, are exceedingly difficult to control.

   A full understanding of how ethnology turned towards "ethnic studies" during the war

years requires a more interdisciplinary approach than merely a focus within the boundaries of

ethnology, or even anthropoiogy. My argument for a more interdisciplinary perspective is

not entirely original. I fbllow SHiMizu Akitoshi (?fizi<Haee)'s nuanced approach that traces the

origins of anthropological interests in Japan to a variety of sub-fields in the social sciences.

SHiMizu's suggestion that we need to include as anthropologists "those intellectuals with

anthropological interests" (SHiMizu 1999: 116) seems on the mark, not only in explaining

how anthropology moved toward ethnology, but especially in trying to explain the shjft from

ethnology to ethnic studies during the late 1930s. Undoubtedly, the introduction of German

7blkerkunde by OKA Masao (ma[[Ede) played a key role in encouraging this tum to ethnic

studies among Japanese ethnologists CNAKAo 1997: 50-1). But the social sciences, and

particularly sociology, were at least as important in turning anthropologists and ethnologists

from professional ethnology to a broader concern with minzoku (tcta, nationality) as a

principle for refbrming imperial policy and colonial governance.

   The relationship of ethnicity to national identity was an important, perhaps the most

important, topic of research among social scientists in Japan during the 1930s (Barshay

1996). Sociologists were especially involved, and they brought to the concept of "ethnos" a

distinctly national frame ofreference. The reasons fbr this are complex, but may be analyzed

as a set of two distinctive theoretical problems. First, sociology, panicularly as the modern
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discipline founded by Durkheim and Weber, was informed at its inception by the new

national social reality that emerged out of the French Revolution. As Greenfeld observed,

modern societies are now national societies, and sociology was as fbunded on that premise as

it was on the distinction between the political state and the nationalized sense of the people

that generally infbrmed modern sociologists' assumption of what in fact "society" was

(Greenfeld 1996). Moreover, Greenfeld's point seems particularly accurate in the case of

Japan, due to the enormous influence that Durkheim and Weber have had on the fomiation of

Japanese soeiology. Second, the history of the fbrmation of Japanese sociology supports this

interpretation of the close connection between national=the people concerns and the

emergence of the modern discipline of sociology. The convoluted process by which the

concept of society became translated and codified into modern Japanese in the late

nineteenth century suggests that those most concerned with the problem of understanding

society were also deeply concerned with providing a conceptual frame for a new sense ofthe

Japanese people as a national unit. '

   This national concern emerged early in the fbrmation of modern sociology in Japan, and

is evident in the Social Policy Association which was fbunded in 1897. Two of the early

members ofthe Social Policy Association, KuwATA Kumaz6 (it vafi,e.wt) and KANAi En (SA

rc), tried from the beginning to work out a conceptual ordering of the distinctive claims of

shakai (JM:EEi, society) and the kokka (paX, state), but without much success (IsHiDA, 1984).

By the time KuwATA and KANAi died (1932 and l933 respectively), Japanese sociology was

on the verge of reconsidering its failure to account adequately fbr the national people as a

distinctive object of study separate from the political state.

   Between the late nineteenth century and the 1930s, significant changes had occurred that

would reshape the discourse on society by incorporating the issue of ethnicity. This interest

in ethnicity was in one sense a reflection of the fact that Imperial Japan now had a formal

empire and the sense of kokuminsei (NR'I!k, nationality) had extended beyond its origins in a

domestic debate over the role of the Japanese people versus the power of their state. It now

signified multi-ethnic membership in an imperial state rather than the contours of national

sovereignty per se. In addition, nationalist movements within the empire converged with

international rhetoric on nationality to emphasize a specifically ethnic sense of national

identity. From the late Meiji period, but especially in Taisho and the years around World

War I, a discourse on minzokusei (Ntajts, ethnic nationality) was being mobilized by liberal

theorists of nationality, political theory and colonialism. Social scientists from a wide range

of specializations, including the marxist OyAMA Ikuo (JJcl.IJfiBikl), colonial theorist

YANAiHARA Tadao (5ePigtsrehde), and the fblklorist YANAGiTA Kunio (*ijPMpaS), were but a

few of those who fbund this concept of minzoku appealing from a liberal perspective (Doak

1995; SHIMIzu 1999).

   This selflavowedly liberal discourse on minzoku was highly conscious of ethnic identity

as a cultural and social phenomenon, and frequently emphasized the distinction between

ethnic nationality and biological race. Here, Japanese social scientists were participating in a

global turn from biologically determined concepts of race in favor of an increasing

fascination with a more culturally infbrmed sense of "race" or ethnicity (Stocking, Jr. 1993).

In early twentieth century Japan, the discourse on J'inshu (Apt, race) was fo11owing this
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global trend and was increasingly displaced by or incorporated into a new concem with

ethnos or the nation as minzoku (Doak 1998; SHiMizu 1999). Especially after Wilson's

proclamation of ethnic national selfdetermination (minzoku 1'iketsu, tctaStSE), the problem

ofminzoku and its relationship to political categories like nationhood increasingly intersected

with anthropological, sociological and economic theories. "Liberal" theorists of national

identity embraced cultural and subjective factors as deteimining minzoku identity, whjle a

few die-hard objectivists held fast to racial markers as the key to minzoku identity. But the

racialists were in decline, and social theories helped accelerate that decline, even while

making the concept ofminzoku identity seem more respectable.

   By the middle of the 1930s, the discourse over minzoku had moved from a marginal

debate over racial characteristics to play a central role in defining social and political

identity. This line of inquiry into ethnic studies first approached minzoku not from the

distinction between race and ethnos, but by drawing on earlier distinctions between state and

society in order to re-define society along ethnic lines. The origins ofthis development may

be traced to the demise of ToRii Ryiiz6 (,kEeeme)'s racial studies approach in the mid

1920s. But a more decisive turning point may well be identified around 1935. In 1934, a new

Japanese Society of Ethnology was established to provide a new fbcus to the discipline of

ethnos-studies as a "discipline distinct from physical anthropology and race-studies on the

one hand and from fblklore studies on the other" (SHiMizu 1999: 147). Also in 1934 the

Japan Sociology Association published its annual report Sociology that was entirely taken up

with articles on minzoku and the problem ofnational or ethnic identity. Contributors included

Usui Jish6 (El]X=fiZ), KADA Tetsuiji (bnNpt[r) and KoyAMA Eiz6 (dNtlteeE':), whose ideas

on minzoku were particularly infiuential during the fbllowing years (OTAKA 1934). The turn

towards ethnic concepts of national identity was strong and ubiquitous from 1935 on,

affecting literature through works by YoKoMiTsu Riichi (me)ki*il-)and the Japan Romantic

School, philosophy through the Kyoto School, and sociology in particular through TAKATA

Yasuma (N' twtlre,ee), NAKANo Seiichi (PIin?fiD, and OyAMA Hikoichj (JJI(LIJB-) (the latter

two had direct experience in Manchuria). This interdisciplinary influence on ethnic studies

was felt in the organization of the Japanese Society of Ethnology, as SHiMizu has already

point out (SHiMizu 1999: 149). Here I want to fbcus on the role of NAKANo Seiichi as an

example of the contribution of sociology to the new direction of ethnic studies, especially in

providing a national fbcus to the problem ofethnic identity after 1935.

I. Towards a Sociology ofEthnicity: NAKANo's Otaru "fears

NAKANo Seiichi (1905-1993) studied sociology at Kyushu Imperial University from 1926 to

1930 under the direction of TAKATA Yasuma, who later served as the director of the Ethnic

Research Institute. In 1930, NAKANo joined the faculty of Otaru Higher School of Commerce

(ANevfi' ¥th*4JBE) in Hokkaido where he would remain until moving in 1939 to Foundation

University (Kenkoku Daigaku, faWJI<4) in Manshukoku (Manchukuo). The decade spent at

Otaru Higher Commercial School was a fbrmative period in the development of NAKANo's

approach to ethnic studies, just as it was an important turning point in the broader Japanese

discourse on minzoku identity, as noted above. TAKATA's influence on NAKANo's approach is
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evident and acknowledged in NAKANo's writings, but so are various other sources, including

the Japan Sociology Association's 1934 report on minzoku and the problem of nationality.

As a young sociologist, NAKANo read the report carefu11y and cited it, along with TAKATA,

YANAiHARA Tadao and various European (especially Gerrnan) theorists on the problem of

nation and nationality. After the publication of the Sociology Association's 1934 report,

NAKANo begun publishing a flurry of articles on minzoku and nationality, mainly in Otaru

Higher School of Commerce's in-house journal ShOgaku 7bkiytz (thngEtfi). These writings

provided the fbundation fbr his ideas about ethnicity and nationality that would infbrrn his

later proposal on how to solve the minzoku no mondai (Kta(1)mapt, problem ofnationality)

in wartime Imperial Japan. In order to understand his contribution to colonial ethnic theory

in wartime Japan, it is necessary to see first how his sociological approach, and especially

how his thinking on ethnic nationality, provided an important theoretical justification for

legitimating minzoku as a contingent, cultural apprehension of social identity.

   NAKANo's first intervention in the discourse on minzoku built on an earlier liberal

discourse on ethnic nationality. In his 1934 Minzoku to Heiwa, YANAIHARA Tadao tried to

clarify the meaning of minzoku, arguing that a misunderstanding of what nationality was had

led to a reluctance among liberals and leftists to continue using the concept of minzoku

(Doak 1995). This insistence on a proper grasp of the meaning of the term minzoku was of

course an indication ofthe contested nature of the concept at the time. But beyond the mere

indication of the contested nature of what minzoku signified, one senses that NAKANo was

participating in a broader, discursive shift that was moving from a racial understanding of

minzoku tovvards a social, cultural and national signification. Sociology in particular had an

important contribution to the understanding ofnationality since NAKANo felt the problem of

nationality, as a kind of group theory, was deeply connected to the very origins of the

discipline of sociology.

   In an early article published in 1935, NAKANo drew from this liberal approach to national

identity as a subjective phenomenon to criticize Nazi 1'inshushugi (.Jvptjlk, racism), Italian

fascism and even Japanese kokumin seishinshugi (egKvaMMEilk, national spiritualism) fbr

trying to base their sense of national identity on a kind of racial objectivism. Against those

racialist interpretations, NAKANo emphasized the Austro-Marxist Otto Bauer's subjectivist

theory that a nation (minzoku) is a community of fate (Schicksalsgemeinshdi) (NAKANo

1935: 92). NAKANo explicitly positioned this sense ofnationality (here, consistently used in

the ethnic sense as minzoku, not kokumin) as a community of fate against the biological

determinist view ofnationality based on race, arguing that Bauer's concept allows fbr a more

dynamic understanding of ethnic nationality as an always incomplete group identity

(minzoku o taezu seisei shitsutsu aru shadan, Ktuft tsft3rtkSllL LDDzE) 6seM) (NAKANo

1935: 117). Yet, NAKANo criticized Bauer for not suflfliciently grasping the subjective

conditions of national identity as a fbrm of social consciousness. Bauer's marxist reduction

of consciousness to a materialist base led him to attribute the consciousness of being a

community of fate to the existence of the comnunity itself. NAKANo countered that national

consciousness was even more subjective than Bauer allowed, and that national identity

ultimately existed not "in reality" but only as an abstract ideal (NAKANo 1935: 117-9).

Moreover, NAKANo argued that Bauer's theory could not adequately explain why a
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cornniunity of fate had to take on a specifically national scope and why communities of fate

in premodern times were not considered nations. In conclusion, NAKANo recognized the

advantages of Bauer's approach to nationality that stemmed from his attempt to offer an

alternative to French theories of nationality that emphasized the state, legal and political

orders at the expense of ethnicity. But NAKANo suggested that a reconsideration of certain

aspects of the French approach to nationality, especially as it related to the problem of

modernity, was necessary to fu11y explain what made a nation a nation.

   NAKANo's next major intervention in the growing discourse on ethnicity returned to

Bauer to focus more closely on the problem of class and its relationship to nationality.

NAKANo was not the first Japanese social theorist to deal with the problem of ethnic

nationality and class, and in fact his approach may be best understood as an attempt to offer a

new understanding of the relationship between these two important sociological concepts.

Perhaps the earliest and most important Japanese social theorist to offer a definition of the

relationship between nationality and class was OyAMA Ikuo in his 1923 The social

foundations ofpolitics. In that book OyAMA introduced Bauer's theories on nationality to

suggest a marxian use ofminzoku as a fbrm ofresistance against the capitalist state (OyAMA

1923: 218-37). Ten years later, with the rise ofnational socialism in Gerrnany, the debate on

class and nationality had reached an impasse, with marxists like Bauer upholding ethnic

nationality as a kind of proletarian nationalism and Nazi theorists like Koellreuter rejecting

the concept of class in favor of the homogeneous ethnic nation. NAKANo pointed out that

both sides, the Marxists and the. Nazis, shared an ethnic or volkisch understanding of

nationality and that both groups approached the problem of ethnic nationality from a political

rather than a cultural perspective. Against such political determinism, NAKANo explored

YANAmARA Tadao's concept of ethnic nationality as a "cultural community" and "class as a

composite element of the ethnic nation, not as a force fbr the disintegration of the ethnic

nation." (YANAiHARA, cited in NAKANo I937a: 110). Class was subordinated to culture, and

class struggle was seen as an internecine struggle among members of the same cultural

community. Quoting his mentor TAKATA Yasuma, NAKANo noted that "the reason one finds

a tendency towards unity among the proletariat ofvarious countries today stems mainly from

the class stmggles within their own countries. The day after this struggle is over, they will

lose their strong motive fbr fbrming associations with fbreigners" (TAKATA, cited in NAKANo

I937a: 127). In short, NAKANo accepted much of the evidence Bauer presented fbr the

priority of national consciousness over class consciousness, but he fbund little reason to

characterize this national consciousness through the rhetoric of class struggle. Ethnic

nationality remained a mode of social consciousness, and as such was amenable to all sorts

ofpractical uses.

   The key point in terms of the relationship of this cultural sense of nationality to politics

was the difference between ethnic nationality and other social groups like the state. Ethnic

nationality had to be sharply distinguished from the state since, unlike the state, it lacked an

existing organizational structure, even though it certainly had the potential fbr creating one

(NAKANo 1937a: 1 19). Consequently, NAKANo approached ethnic nationality fi;om a cultural

perspective, emphasizing the nation as a subjective, volunteerist phenomenon that resulted

from the sentiments of those who felt a common affiliation as an ethnic group. Drawing on
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TAKATA, NAKANo concluded that differences in the kind of subjective consciousness led to

difft)rences in the modernity of ethnic nationality: ethnic groups conceived in the narrow

sense (kybgi no minzoku gainen, IEkecOIIEtamak) were merely groups with a common

sentiment (kanjo- shuMdan, nk1fifima); whereas the concept of the ethnic nation in the broader

sense (kbgi no minzoku gainen, lkeedifttaewk) was a true modem ethnic nation (ldndai

minzoku, ili'flltctr) that was a group possessed of a common purpose (ishi shu-dan

sunaitvachi kindni minzoku, ftt,W.EwrRP:Ii)i[t'fllJ51de) (NAKANo 1937a: 120). It is important to

recognize that NAKANo's understanding of modernity here was sociological and not

historical' in nature. He made no argument against the possibility that "modern ethnic

nations" and sentimental ethnic nations could coexist simultaneously in different places.

NAKANo was working his way towards a theory of social typologies, not suggesting some

historical break in patterns of human development, and while there certainly was a modernist

bias to his theory, he did not fu11y subscribe to a universalist model of developmental

patterns. The determination ofwhether a nation became a "modern ethnic nation" remained a

subjective decision by members ofa specific ethnic group.

   NAKANo's next move was to explore the role of tradition in establishing this difference

between the concept of the modern ethnic nation and the concept of Jiblk in the narrow

sense. It is worth exploring this problem in more depth, since this distinction would prove

crucial in NAKANo's iater theories for ethnology in wartime lmperial Japan. Moreover, it is

interesting to note that NAKANo himself offered this essay in the belief that it would provide

an important theoretical challenge to the vulgar theories of ethnicity that were taking over

public discourse by May of 1937 when he wrote the essay (NAKANo 1937b: 28). NAKANo set

out to contest the vulgar beliefthat national identity was best understood as a continuation of

tradition as embodied in ethnic identity. Instead, he argued that the relationship of tradition

to ethnicity was not a simple equation, but a theoretical question that itselfwas informed by

three stages in the development of the concept of ethnic nationality. The first stage merely

clarifies the nature ofthe group that is called "ethnic" and gives priority to the ethnic group ,

over all other concepts of collective identity, while pointing out the differences between the

ethnic group and other subordinate collective identities. The second stage looks at ethnicity

theoretically and scrutinizes those marks of identity that distinguish groups at this level,

especially ethnic groups. The third stage is the exploration of the broadest use of the term

minzoku, especially to clarify the circumstances that lead to a distinction between those

groups called minzoku that correspond to a Vblk and others called kindai minzoku or kokumin

that correspond to a nation. Much of the current confusion over the meaning of minzoku,

NAKANo concluded, was due to the failure of most commentators to reach the third level of

theoretical understanding, that is to say, to understand that the problem of minzoku was

essentially a problem of national identity. (NAKANo 1937b: 4-5). Once the problem of

minzoku is properly･understood as a conceptual question of national identity, then the

relationship of tradition to minzoku can be addressed. Here, NAKANo drew from F. Hertz's

sociology of the nation to argue that, while ethnicity itself is not determined directly by

tradition (or blood), the concept of Vblk as a social union (ketsugo-, *Eft) is always premised

on a belief in "traditionality" (dentOsei, iXM'ith). By drawing attention to the way that

modernity always mediates tradition, NAKANo argued that a mediated tradition gives rise to a
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broader sense of ethnicity in thg modern nation (kindni minzoku; kokumin). NAKANo had

done more than simply refute popular beliefs that ethnic nationality presupposed the

authenticity of tradition. He had subjected tradition itself to a rigorous theoretical critique

that revealed the modern nature of tradition as a theory not only of the past but of the present

and future as well (NAKANo 1937b: 26-7). His conclusion, that different approximations of

tradition would lead to different understandings of minzoku and nationality, would play a

significant role in subordinating ethnic research to the goals of imperialism in the years

ahead.

   In the fbllowing years, NAKANo addressed the problem of minzoku through its role in

social differentiation and unification, emphasizing the contingency and unsettled nature of

ethnic identity. His conclusion that ethnic national opposition is not a realistic endpoint, but

merely an ideal extreme principle through which some chose to see the world (NAKANo

1937c: 30-2) fbreshadowed his later contribution towards an ethnic national policy that

would be premised on regional unity rather than accepting ethnicity as the basis of national

dififbrentiation and confiict in East Asia. Throughout he insisted on the plasticity of ethnicity

as a fbrm of social group identity, and he reminded his readers that ethnicity as a fbrm of

nationalism is a modern, mediated social identity. His writings were as concemed with the

conditions ofmodern social unity as they were with national identity, and ethnicity remained

fbr him the key to understanding all fbrms ofmodern group identity.

   NAKANo's final statement on a theory of national identity during this fbrmative period at

Otaru Higher School of Commerce returned to the 1934 annals of the Japan Sociological

Association. In the annals, Usui Jish6 had published the lead article on "The Concept of

Nation" (kokumin no gainen paKdimak) in which he offered a distinction between the

Staatsnation and the Kulturnation. NAKANo admitted that Usul's translation of these

concepts as kokka minzoku (eeiRta) and bunka minzoku (JZIkEELta) were technically

accurate, but he noted that the Japanese words were rife with polysemy and therefbre he

chose to retain the original German words in his own essay (NAKANo 1938:. 1). In short,

NAKANo was finally making his promised return to the "French" theory of nationality that

rested in the political state while considering this theory of nationality in the context of his

previous work on ethnicity. But NAKANo's argument did not employ a simple dichotomy

between a French republican nationalism and a German ethnic nationalism - a common

approach to the theory of nationality but one which often merely nationalizes the difference

between ethnic and political nationalism (Brubaker 1992). Instead, NAKANo kept his

argument at the level of representation, demonstrating how the distinction between a cultural

nation and the political state (which historically stemmed fi;om Fichte) had been revived

during the twentieth century. NAKANo refuted Kirchhoffs argument that the essence of

ethnicity was found only in a common state by pointing to Ireland and Poland as examples of

ethnic groups that have either not achieved or have not consistently maintained a stable

mono-ethnic state. Yet NAKANo was not willing to conclude that this distinction, even if it

were only a theoretical one, lacked significance. NAKANo rejected the historicism that

underlay Kjellen's ethnic determinism (the nation is "eine ethnisches Individuum"),

Hartmann's evolutionary reduction of the distinction to different stages of the same organic

unity, and Wieser's belief that the political nation is the completion of the ethnic identity,
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arguing that all three ignored the real impact that this conceptual distinction between the

sense of cultural nationality and political nationality has had on the formation of social

identity (NAKANo 1938b: 3-10). In refuting these evolutionary theories, NAKANo's own fbrm

of modernism is most clearly visible. NAKANo's modernism disallowed the notion that

nations like France or Germany have intrinsic nationalist styles that rested on some

putatively unmediated sense of national tradition. But it also rejected the homogenizing

schema that underlay historical determinism (whether ofthe ethnic or evolutionary kind) that

allowed fbr only one authentic fbrm of nationalism (whether ethnic or political) in the

modern world. In contrast, NAKANo's modemism was a mediated, pluralist modemism that

accepted the distinction between the Ktzlturnation and the Staatsnation, while providing a

theoretical explanation for the conditions that led to the co-existence ofboth within modern

soclety.

   To summarize, the time NAKANo spent at Otaru Higher School ofCommerce, roughly the

entire decade of the 1930s, coincided with the rise of minzoku consciousness to the forefront

ofJapanese public discourse. NAKANo was very much influenced by that discourse, even as

he sought to intervene in it and make his own original contribution to understanding the

problem of minzoku. He came to the problem well-prepared from his training in sociology

under TAKATA Yasuma, which predisposed him to see ethnicity in relation to other theories

of social group fbrrnation. NAKANo saw the concept of minzoku as fundamental to modern

social theory, noting its differentiation into a tradition-inforrned sense of Vblk and a more

mediated concept of modern national identity fbund at the level of social consciousness

rather than the political state. This social sense of national identity was expressed in two

distinctive modes of ethnic identity: a sense of the broader minzoku that was expressed as a

modern ethnic nation or simply as "nationality" and a narrow concept of minzoku that

reflected a mQre traditional sense ofethnic identity as Vblk. NAKANo's modernist approach to

ethnic identity began from a realization that both forms of ethnic identity, like all forms of

group identity, rested on representational strategies that were open-ended and always subject

to change. This sense ofethnicity as a contingent fbrrn ofsocial group identity, rather than an

expression of ethnic primordialism, defined NAKANo's modemist approach to national theory

and provided 'him with a particularly usefu1 means of responding to the problem of national

identity in the newly formed state ofManshukoku.

II. Manchuria as a Laboratory fbr Social Reform

The next stage in the development ofNAKANo's contribution to wartime ethnic studies began

with his acceptance of a position as an assistant professor at ManshUkoku Foundation

University in April 1939. 0ne can only speculate on the reasons fbr NAKANo's decision to

move to Foundation University. It is impossible to rule out various kinds of informal

pressures on NAKANo to take a position at Foundation University, as evidence suggests many

other scholars in Japan felt pressured to respond to the demand for Japanese scholars in

ManshUkoku (TsuKAsE 1998: 121). Yet, we need not view NAKANo's decision to leave

Holtkaido as an entirely reluctant one. Japanese academics who took positions on the faculty

of Foundation University generally were attracted by higher salaries, research funds and
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other perks of working at a premier research institute (MiyAzAwA 1997: 105-6). MINAMI

Hiroko (utJk{}I) believes that NAKANo's decision to move to Foundation University stemmed

from his desire "to throw himself into the reality of a multi-ethnic Manchuria" (MiNAMi

1998: 575). Certainly NAKANo welcomed the opportunity to take what had been to that point

mainly an academic concern with nationality and apply his ideas to the exciting world of

Mansh"koku, where the issue of ethnicity was intricately involved in the founding principles

of the state, a "moral paradise" based on cooperation among ethnically defined groups

(minzoku kyowa, Kuethfn).

   Whatever his reasons fbr going to Foundation University, NAKANo was affbcted by his

exposure to the multi-ethnic world of ManshUkoku. By training and inclination, NAKANo

may well be regarded as a "metropolitan anthropologist," but once in Manshukoku he came

into close contact with those whom SHiMizu has called "amateur ethnographers" (SHiMizu

1999: 1 17). This new experience precipitated a shift in NAKANo's approach to the problem of

'ethnicity, a move from focussing on basic research on nationality and ethnicity based largely

on European sources to applied work on ethnicity and nationality in East Asia. At the same

time, NAKANo was participating in a broader ideological project, especially favored by

reform bureaucrats and elements in the Kwantung Amiy, who conceived ofManshUkoku as

a laboratory state where they would experiment with concepts of planning and national

fbrmation that could never be carried out in Japan (YAMAMuRo 1993: 267-71). In this sense,

the short time NAKANo spent in ManshUkoku was extremely important in transfbrming him

from an academic sociologist interested in theoretical issues to an active ideologue who

participated in attempts at social and political reform.

   Foundation University was an ideal base fbr NAKANo and his use of theories on ethnicity

fbr social engineering. At Foundation University, sociology was taught in the department of

ethnology, and ethnologists there had often trained originally as sociologists. NAKANo's

colleague OyAMA Hikoichi was trained as a sociologist, but was an active ethnologist,

lecturing on ethnology at the University and organizing the Manchuria Ethnological

Association in 1941 (NAKAo 1994: 136). Indeed, it may have been OyAMA who recruited

NAKANo to join Manchuria Foundation University, as OyAMA had also been a student of

TAKATA Yasuma. In any event, NAKANo fbund a very different atmosphere in Manchuria for

his studies, an atmosphere shaped by military and colonial officers for whom the questions

of ethnicity and nationality were immediate everyday concerns. One of the most important

fbrces behind the establishment of Foundation University was IsHiwARA Kanii (JIEitneetw),

who hoped the university would serve as a policy institute fbr addressing ethnic harmony

while constructing a sense of Manshrtkoku nationality. IsHiwARA's proposal was not

completely realized, but the university and its faculty reflected in part IsHiwARA's belief that

they had an unprecedented role to play in reshaping national identity for Mansh6koku

(MiyAzAwA 1997). Sociologists, particularly those like OyAMA and NAKANo who had studied

under TAKATA Yasuma, were strongly inclined by their professional training to see

ManshUkoku as a laboratory for engineering a new sense of national identity through their

ethnological theories. It is not surprising that after moving to Manshttkoku, NAKANo's

writings immediately took a more pragmatic, polity oriented approach to the problem of

ethnic identity in Asia.
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   The first evidence of NAKANo's new policy-oriented approach to ethnic studies is a

lengthy essay he wrote on "The requirements fbr a policy on ethnic nationality for

Manshrtkoku" which was intended as the first part of a broader theory on ethnic national

policy in ManshUkoku. The essay was published in the first volume of the Research reports

ofthe Research institute ofIloundation Uhiversity in 1941, the same year that NAKANo was

promoted to fu11 professor. NAKANo argued for a revision of existing policies on ethnicity in

order to accommodate the new geopolitical realities unfblding in the early 1940s. Current

policies were largely subsumed under two approaches: the Wilsonian goal of ethnic national

selfdetermination which was too idealistic and Czarist Russia's nationality policies which

were not idealistic enough (i.e., were too oppressive of ethnic minorities). NAKANo argued

that it was time fbr an ethnic national policy that struck a more equal balance between ideals

and the realities ofpower politics. By a more idealistic ethnic national policy, he meant that

Japan's minzoku seisaku (tctaiijltee, ethnic national policies) could no longer be framed from

the perspective of dominance over other ethnic nationalities.

   Perhaps most innovative was NAKANo's unpacking ofwhat "reality" meant in the context

of setting ethnic national policies. His earlier work on the sociological theories ofnationality

led him to appreciate national identity as a conceptual efiicct rather than an enduring

primordial reality. Consequently, NAKANo argued that "reality" was not a mere reflection of

existing group identities, but that in fact there were various levels and kinds of realities at

work in the production of ethnic and national identity. A satisfactory nationality policy fbr

ManshUkoku therefore wouid have to consider at least three "realities": a global geopolitical

reality, the reality of neighboring states, and the reality of various ethnic groups within

Manshukoku. NAKANo admitted the complexity of the problem, promising to take up the

latter two themes in subsequent installments of his overall theory on ethnic national policy

for Manshrtkoku (NAKANo 1941: l9-26). Yet, even from the outset it was clear that

NAKANo's policy sought to encompass and transcend more narrow ethnological studies that

merely described aspects ofexisting ethnic national identities in the region. NAKANo's policy

was informed by his theoretical interests, even as his theories reflected a more intimate

concern with the realities ofpower in the region.

   The core of NAKANo's policy paper on ethnic nationality policy fbr ManshUkoku rested

on geopolitical reality as a factor in the fbrmation ofnational identity. Consistent with his

early theoretical work, NAKANo argued that national identity is not rooted in some primordial

fixed identity, but is a sociological constmct fbmied in light of a host of shifting conditions.

The most significant condition for the problem of national identity during the early 1940s

was region, as the world increasingly was being structured into ko-ikidan (I2 Mma, broad

regional blocks). He recognized some degree of truth in the argument that a common

experience of exploitation by the white race provided the yellow race with a sense of

common fate that, along with shared race, culture and history, yielded a single national

identity as a tOa minzoku (JSEthecta, East Asian ethnic nation). But he cautioned that these

economic grounds alone were not suflicient to fbrm a single new national identity in East

Asia (NAKANo 1941: 37). Economic realities had to be considered in the context ofpolitical

realities, in which regional experiences were mediated by membership in political states.

   The problem political states created for regional stability was that each vied for
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dominance over the others. Therefbre, "the structure which regional blocks must establish is

one in which an appropriate framework fbr a leadership relationship among the states will be

built without encroaching on the equal sovereignty of the states" (NAKANo 1941: 43). This

was no small task. NAKANo recognized that the ideal of absolute state sovereignty was a

universal feature of modern political life, but he also noted that actual power politics often

left that ideal unrealized in reality, as states inevitably establish real power relations on a

hierarchical model. He rejected international organizations like the League of Nations (not

surprisingly, given the League's refusal to recognize the ManshUkoku state) and suggested

that broad regional blocks were the best geopolitical and realistic framework for ensuring the

expression of every state's ideal right to sovereignty. It was the problem of how to regulate

relationships among ethnic groups within these broad regional units that most concerned

NAKANo as a sociologist, and now amateur ethnologist, ofeveryday life.

   Against those who insisted on homogeneous race as the key characteristic of these broad

regional blocks, NAKANo maintained that every regional block is actually composed of

multiple ethnic groups. Here, he drew a parallel from his analysis of state relations to argue

that just as there is an ideal equality among ethnic groups in the sense that they all have an

equal claim to recognition oftheir ethnic identity, nonetheless not all ethnic groups are equal

in terms of their development towards achieving their own political state. Specifically,

NAKANo listed three types of minzoku (ethnic groups) in the East Asian regional block. The

first type was those ethnic groups that belong to one of the region's states but which have

achieved a developmental stage that puts them in a leading role. "Needless to say," NAKANo

said, "the Japanese ethnic nation belongs to this first type" ovAKANo 1941: 48). The second

type was those ethnic groups that also belonged to a regional state but whose developmental

stage left them under circumstances that required leadership from a true ethnic nation. And

the third type was ethnic groups that did not belong to any state nor that possessed their own

state but which were scattered across various states in the region. NAKANo placed most of the

ethnic groups in the South Pacific territories (other than the Tai ethnic group) in this

category. Previous attempts at constRicting a policy for incorporating ethnic nations into a

regional order had failed because they had ignored the reality that not all ethnic groups were

at the same level ofpolitical development (NAKANo 1941: 48-9).

   Based on these three types of ethnic groups, NAKANo developed a policy fbr nationality

in the East Asian region that sought to account simultaneously for regional identification and

ethnic differentiation. In keeping with the dominant strains of imperial ideology in NAKANo

emphasized the different roles that those in these three different types of etlmic groups must

play. But in the process ofoutlining this policy, NAKANo offered some surprising features of

this policy. First, while NAKANo predictably argued that it was the Japanese nation's

obligation to take the lead in developing other ethnic groups towards a modern sense of

national identity, he did not argue that kokumin (national identity) must refiect minzoku

(ethnic identity). This is particularly noteworthy, since NAKANo was living in ManshUkoku, a

state whose very rationale fbr existence rested in great measure on claims fbr an ethnic

homeland for the Manchu ethnic people. NAKANo's modernism rejected the sense that

ethnicity alone was a sufficient principle of political life, and he emphasized instead the

principle of minzoku kiybwa (harmony among the ethnic groups) of Manchuria as the
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foundation for the construction of a more inclusive, multi-ethnic political sense of

ManshUkoku national identity. It was the duty of the Japanese nation to lead the various

ethnic groups in ManshUkoku to this common sense of kokumin Cpolitical nationality) that

NAKANo felt underwrote any truly modem national state (NAKANo 1941: 50-1). In return, it

was the obligation of members of the Mansha kokumin to set aside ethnic prejudice and

accept Japanese guidance as a necessary condition in the construction of their own political

nationality.

   A provocative feature of this policy was a challenge to the assumption that a common

political nationality is a su£flcient condition for political independence. wnile NAKANo's

approach was informed by modemist attitudes, he did not argue for a universal pattern of

development from ethnic identity to political nation to independent state. Even while

maintaining that the Japanese nation must lead the Mansha nation towards a more

multiethnic sense of national identity as a single kokumin, this political nationality also did

not guarantee the absolute independence of ManshUkoku from Japanese influence. Regional

considerations overrode national interests in determining which nations could have

independent states and which nations could not. In contrast to Manshrtkoku, where the

Japanese policy should be the encouragement of a multiethnic political nationality without a

fu11y independent state, the South Pacific territories required a different policy on nationality

that reflected the different situation in that area. Here, NAKANo argued that nationality policy

should reflect the need to liberate the various ethnic groups from the control of states foreign

to the region. The best means of achieving this regional integration was Japanese support for

fu11 independence. He rejected KADA Tetsoji's position that most of the ethnic groups in the

South Pacific were too small to qualify as viable independent nations as merely a rehashing

of the old objectivist determination of nationality. Instead, he suggested that these groups

should either be incorporated as equal members ofa kokumin ofalready existing states ofthe

region or else be provided with their own political independence (NAKANo 1941: 53-4),

Either method was equally suitable, which is to say that nationalism was 'not premised on an

ethnic national right to selfdetermination. In the final analysis, the determination of what

kind ofnation would be fbrmed, which nation specific ethnic groups wouldjoin, and whether

even large ethnic groups like the Manchu would have their own independent state were all

matters to be decided on the basis of the particular circumstances of individual groups and

how they would affect the interests of regional stability ovAKANo 1941: 54). Of course, fbr

NAKANo, there was no question that Japan, as the leading nation of the region, was to decide

ultimately what those regional interests were.

   But one of the most startling aspects of this nationality policy was the emphasis on

creating various political, multi-ethnic kokumin (national identities) throughout the region as

the ultimate objective of Japanese nationality policy. NAKANo's modernism, as we have seen,

emphasized the eventual need fbr a sense of nationality that went beyond ethnic identity to

incorporate the multiple etlmic groups of a territory into a broader national community that

would in turn provide the fbundations for a political state. His view was neither that of an

ethnic nationalist nor that of a statist. In fact, NAKANo's nationality policy for ManshUkoku -

and by extension for East Asia - drew from his early sociological interest in the formation of

a contingent and constructed national identity that, while supportive of a multiethnic state,
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remained distinct from and more fundamental to social identity than to membership .in a

political state. It was precisely because of its close proximity to the conceptual boundaries of

"society" and because of its malleable and constructed nature that NAKANo fbund this

concept of the nation as a kokumin more appealing than either ethnicity itself or the political

state.

   Although his policy emphasized the development of an ethnically integrated sense of

political national identity, NAKANo's policy held that it was neither necessary nor sufficient

merely to discard the sense ofminzoku (ethnic nationality). Consistent with his constructivist

view of social reality, he suggested it simply could be re-invented to serve new purposes.

Having already rejected the objectivist, biologically driven models of ethnic nationality

based solely on blood in favor of a subjectivist model that combined common fate, culture

and history, and now congerned with enhancing regional bonds within East Asia, NAKANo

fbund it only a short step to suggest a regional sense of ethnic nationality (to-a minzoku) as

the basis fbr a common East Asian regional identity (NAKANo 1941: 61). This sense of a

broader identity as membership in a single East Asian "ethnic nation" promised several

solutions to the dilemma of nationality and regional interest. It avoided the errors of linking

ethnic identity and the modern state (which NAKANo had already demonstrated was

untenable) or ofdisconnecting the problem ofminzoku (ethnicity) from that ofminzokushugi

(tctaIIee, ethnic nationalism). From the perspective of regional interests, NAKANo argued it

was necessary to return to the connection between ethnicity and ethnic nationalism but

relocate etlmic nationalism from national identity to that ofregional identity (NAKANo 1941:

62-3). His main insight was that ethnic nationalism had proven more usefu1 as a mechanism

fbr creating social identity than fbr establishing stable political states.

   But ethnic nationalism also had been a usefu1 mechanism fbr drawing attention to the

oppression by powers from outside East Asia over weaker members of the region. By

encouraging a sense of common identity as members of a single East Asian ethnic nation,

NAKANo proposed strengthening the sense of cultural identity as East Asians in relationship

to a specific historical legacy ofpolitical opposition to outside interference. In this sense, he

could claim that his proposal for relocating ethnic identity from the national to the regional

level was not abandoning the principle of ethnicity but a new departure for the principle of

ethnicity (minzoku genri no sai-shuppatsu, E(ZtazaptOrtHiit) (NAKANo 1941: 75). He

concluded his policy on ethnic nationality for ManshUkoku by reinforcing the point that a

nationality policy in ManshUkoku must be but one element in a broader attempt to establish

an East Asian, mutually dependent kind of ethnic nationalism (tba-teki na so-kan-teki na

minzokushugi, Mdie9 J:kiHBSe9 )tkEEItaEllX) (NAKANo 1941: 77). In the end, NAKANo had

inverted the usual relationship of colonial ethnographers to metropolitan anthropologists.

Writing from the colonies and on the issue of ethnicity, he suggested that ethnicity and

ethnography must be returned to a metropolitan perspective in which the interests of the

entire region are expressed through ethnology while the problems ofnational identity in the

colonies must find expression not through ethnicity but through metropolitan principles of

multiethnic, regional political structures.

   Shortly after NAKANo's outline of a policy on ethnic nationality in ManshUkoku was

published, work began on establishing an Ethnic Research Institute in Tokyo that would
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serve as the metropolitan center ofa network ofethnology institutes that spanned the empire.

The Institute was the product of a sustained effort over several years by OKA Masao and

other members of the Japanese Society of Ethnology who sought a more politically relevant

approach to ethnic studies. There was probably some tension between OKA, an ethnologist

who played an important role in conceiving and lobbying fbr the Institute, and TAKATA

Yasuma, a sociologist who was appointed the director of the Institute instead of OKA. Yet,

both shared a conviction that the study of ethnicity must be conducted in a more pragmatic

way, with a close eye on public policy and the usefulness of ethnic theories fbr the new

imperial order unfblding throughout East Asia. TAKATA's pragmatic approach is best seen

through his influence on his student NAKANo, but OKA also argued fbr a more policy-

oriented approach in a paper he read on "The agenda of contemporary ethnos-studies" at the

first seminar of the Ethnological Foundation on October 8, 1942 at the Gakushi Hall in

Tokyo. Significantly, OKA himself traced the influence of this pragmatic approach to ethnic

studies to Wilhelm H. Riehl's sociological study of the Gerrnan Vblk (SHiMizu 1999: 151-2,

165). The decision to appoint TAKATA, instead of OKA, as the first director of the Institute

appears to have been a reflection not only of TAKATA's national reputation as the author of

several influential books on the problem of ethnicity but a belief that his sociological

approach to ethnic studies would ensure a close relationship between ethnic studies and

socially constmctive purposes throughout the ernpire.

   TAKATA's sociological approach to ethnic nationality, and especially his provocative

imagination of a new, single East Asian ethnic nationality, provided a clear guideline for the

Institute's activities and is reflected in the first volume of 7'7ze Bulletin of the Ethnic

Research institute, published in March 1944. The Bulletin carried specialized studies by

EGAMi Namio (XllJ ?ItEJki) on the Hsiung-nu and Huns, IwAMuRA Shinobu (jUNN) on

Muslims in Gansu, SuGiuRA Ken'ichi (JiEl?ntre-) on the land system of South Pacific

islanders, and WATANABE Sh6k6 (ueveP,e,f2Ei) on Rama Krishna's life and religious movement.

But the more important articles were the lead essays by TAKATA and NAKANo. TAKATA's

modernist proclivities led him to define ethnic national policy as an attempt by modern

nations to deal with kbshin minzoku (ftncRta) or "backward Vblk". But TAKATA rejected

what he called the Anglo-Dutch kyori seisaku (ilExtutee, distance policy) as a liberalism that

was too unconcerned with the fate of backward Vblk. Instead, he promoted a sekkin seisaku

(ntifiiiijkes, policy of proximity) as the basis for Japan's more modern ethnic national policy,

a policy that encouraged recognition of commonality between Japan and the backward Vblk

of Asia as a means of working toward the goal of constructing an East Asia Co-Prosperity

Sphere. TAKATA recognized fears that too much proximity could lead to complete cultural

assimilation of Japan within Asia, thereby erasing the distinctiveness that gave Japan the

right to its position of leadership, so he ofifered pragmatic limitations to proximity:

[W]hat I call proximity policy does not mean complete proximity and assimilation, just as it

does not mean equalization of positions and functions. [...] Fundamentally, it has as its

inevitable conclusion the unification of East Asia in one body and a division of labor fbr

mutual aid. To accomplish the mission of East Asia's liberation and independence requires a

clear organization and someone to take charge of the functions within this organization. On

this point, the fact that there are limits to this proximity policy is selfievident.

                                                     (TAKATA 1944: 17-8)
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And indeed there were. Even while TAKATA called fbr a new, "broader ethnic nation" that

would encompass all of East Asia, he remained opposed to complete assimilation of ethnic

national identities within this single East Asian identity. Ethnic identity cut both ways. It

provided a prospectus fbr social change by shifting from the natural constraints of race

toward the sense that ethnic nations were constructed through a consciousness of identity.

Yet, if culture provided the grounds fbr social adaptability it also made claims on social

identity, and TAKATA saw no reason fbr social groups to surrender their own particular

cultural forms they had built up over time. Social differentiation occurred within the East

Asian cultural order, just as it did in other societies, but in this case social difiEerentiation was

raised to the level ofa differentiation among ethnic groups that brought with it a hierarchy of

functions (YAsuDA 1997: 292).

   As TAKATA's former student and now colleague in the Institute, NAKANo fbllowed

TAKATA with his own essay, "An unfblding of the ethnic nationality principle in East Asia."

NAKANo began by clarifying the problem, defining the object of his inquiry, minzoku genri

(Rtazapa), as a close approximation ofthe German concept oflVdtionalitditsprinzip. NAKANo

conceded that minzoku genri was related to the German concept in order to stress the

difference between minzoku, a socially constructed group identity, and race, a natural

category based on biology and blood. But after the outbreak of the Pacific War and the

growing pan-Asianist sentiment in Japan, NAKANo began to emphasize differences between

his theories and European'social theories. "Minzoku genri," he argued, may have stemmed

from German theories about nationality, but it now signified something else that transcended

Western ideas about national and ethnic identity. This attempt to transcend the West marks a

major shift in NAKANo's approach to nationality and therefore deserves closer attention.

   NAKANo's first step towards overcoming Western theories of nationality began with an

overview of prevailing European theories on nationality, which he separated into three

traditions: (1) the Westem European principle of ichi minzoku ichi kokka (-ftta-paX, one

ethnic nation in each state), anchored by an implicit minzokushugi (ethnic nationalism); (2)

the central and eastern European principle of minzoku 1'iritsu (lillta fi [IZ, ethnic autonomy)

which recognized inherent difficulties with ethnic nationalism and instead advocated multi-

ethnic states in which political affairs would be handled by the state while culture could

safely be left to ethnic selfrule; and (3) the Soviet principle of minzoku J'iketsu (!511ta fi Zl5,

ethnic national selfdetermination). The first theory of ethnic nationalism had been shown to

be impractical (given the multi-ethnic nature ofmodern societies) and unnecessary (given the

fact that ethnicity is a malleable social reality rather than a natural constraint). So NAKANo

returned once again to Otto Bauer, whose theories of ethnic nationality had played such a

large role in his earlier work, as discussed above. With Japanese Marxists like OyAMA Ikuo

who had been infiuenced by Bauer now either in prison or in exile, NAKANo no longer saw

Bauer as a Marxist but as offering the most compelling of Westem liberal theories that

served to suppress ethnic national liberation. Bauer's ethnic autonomy was merely a return to

the old distinction between the "political state" and the "cultural nation" which failed to

provide a mechanism by which ethnic autonomy would be translated into ethnic national

self:-determination ovAKANo l944: 34-42). NAKANo rejected Bauer's theories, not only fbr
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failing to address subjective desires fbr ethnic national independence, but also fbr a concept

ofethnicity that, even iftransferred from politics to the level of culture, nonetheless retaining

significant degrees ofessentialized properties.

   Under Stalin's influence, Marxists had been performing a delicate balancing act of

promoting a politically determined ethnic nationalism while trying to distance themselves

from ethnic determinism. This third approach to ethnic nationalism was overly political,

defining as legitimate only those nationalist movements against Western capitalism, not

against the Soviet Union itself. If Bauer's theory was politically naive, Stalin's theory was

culturally and sociologically impoverished. NAKANo concluded that neither Bauer's ethnic

autonomy nor Stalin's ethnic national selfdetermination went beyond a European dualistic

approach to the problem of nationality that created more intemational conflict by setting

nations against each other, or else merely transferred ethnic conflict to an intra-national level

by separating the political state from the cultural nation. Nor had the Wilsonian principle of

(ethnic) national selfdetermination done more than fan the flames of social chaos and

political instability in central and eastern Europe. NAKANo suggested the time was ripe to

overcome the West's oppositional understanding of nationality with a more comprehensive

approach that took more seriously the role ofa common regional identity.

   The solution was to understand ethnic nationality not as an end in itself, but as a

supplementary element within a broader concept ofnationality. NAKANo drew on TAKATA's

concept of a ko- minzoku (IZ Eilth, broader ethnic nation) embodied in a single tba minzoku

(ifilstIIeta, East Asian ethnic nation) as the key (YAsuDA 1997: 293). NAKANo admitted

"petty differences" among the various ethnic nationalities of East Asia, but stressed that

these petty differences should not be emphasized to the detriment of the "greater similarities"

that existed among East Asians. Yet, other than pointing to a culture shaped by agriculture

and a general attitude of resignation, NAKANo was unable to define these "greater

similarities" among East Asian peoples. The important thing was not to quibble over details,

but to join in the eflEbrt to support this consciousness of common membership in an East

Asian ethnic nation. Competition among members of the East Asian ethnic nation would

continue, to be sure, but as a kOmei naru kybsb (IZtngU6ue$, open competition) regulated

by what OKA Masao had terrned a "minzoku chitsnjo" (retaJEIiif, ethnic national hierarchy)

in which everyone knows each others' rights and responsibilities (NAKANo 1944: 64; Doak

2001: 28-30). "Taking one's place" meant both establishing an East Asian regional identity

and an acceptance by each member of the East Asian ethnic nation of their specific

supplemental roles within it. In short, the ideology oftaking one's place as an ethnic group

built on sociological theories of social differentiation and transferred those principles from

the realm of society to the realm of the East Asian region. Reconceiving the region as a

single "ethnic nation" rather than a realm composed of independent political states helped

encourage the use of sociological concepts, since the concept of ethnic nationality had

emerged among Japanese social scientists as one means of capturing the sense of social

cohesion that remained outside of the Melji state and its process ofpolitical nation building

(kokumin keisei, egllEiJE;Jlk). At the same time, the concept ofEast Asia as a single ethnic

nation drew on the appeal ofnational liberation from Western imperialism while transferring

social distinctiveness from the national society to that of the region itself. This aspect of
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NAi<ANo's theory of national identity was new, and it was clearly a response to the new

emphasis on the war, after 1941, as a war for the Iiberation ofEast Asia from the West.

Conclusion: Nakano's Role in Wartime Japanese Anthropology

Recent studies have drawn attention to the central role of the Ethnic Research Institute in

coordinating, directing and funding ethnic studies in wartime Japan (AsANo 2000; van

Bremen and SHiMizu, 1999; NAKAo 1997;' YAsuDA 1997). A shared concern fbr members of

the Institute, whether trained as ethnologists or sociologists, was the problem of ethnicity and

national identity in Asia and Oceania and the value of ethnic identity within a new logic of

regional identity that would incorporate the growing claims of ethnic distinctiveness in the

region. In evaluating the role of the Institute and panicularly NAKANo's contribution to it, it

is important not to insist on a narrow approach when evaluating disciplines, personal

infiuence or the ways in which minzoku was understood by ethnologists and others who

participated in the Institute's activities. Rather, the Institute was by design a comprehensive,

interdisciplinary center where scholars of various backgrounds and interests could benefit

from ideas and research on ethnicity, broadly conceived. Yet, there was a stmcture to this

wide ranging and ambitious project that reflected two overarching concerns. First, the

Institute was primarily concerned with the problem of ethnicity within Asia and Oceania

rather than ethnicity as a purely global or Western phenomenon. Second, the Institute from

its inception was designed to develop a more policy-oriented framework within which basic

ethnological research and fieldwork would gain its new significance.

   wnen OKA announced the Foundation's position on the need for the new wartime ethnic

studies to proceed with a practical approach to the problem of ethnic identity, NAKANo was

well positioned to respond. NAKANo brought to the Institute two distinct contributions.

During the 1930s, he had developed a wide-ranging study on theories ofnationality that built

on Western sociological approaches and which emphasized the contingency of ethnic,

national and other social identities. He was able to write with authority on how leading

theorists in the West understood ethnicity and nationality and also about the limitations of

their theories. But by the time the Institute was established, NAKANo also brought to these

theories the kind ofpersonal experience in the field that anthropologists frequently invoke to

support the authority of their claims to have understood different cultures and ethnic groups.

ManshUkoku was a particularly usefu1 base for making these claims to authority, since there

were few places in the world where ethnic relations and the problems of national

independence had been as central to the very formation ofa new national state.

   In this sense, one can see NAKANo as bridging the gap between pure, metropolitan

theorists like TAKATA and the more fieldwork-based scholarship ofethnologists like SuGiuRA

Ken'ichi. In the end, NAKANo's approach was closer to that of the metropolitian theorists,

even if his residence in Manshrtkoku provided him with ethnological cover. In spite of

NAKANo's residence in ManshUkoku, he participated fully in the metropolitan scholars'

attempt to build a field of ethnic studies that would provide a broad, new theoretical context

fbr the study of ethnicity. What makes NAKANo so important in that attempt was his

combination of a sociological approach to ethnicity, learned from his mentor TAKATA
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Yasuma, and his own lived experience that led him to connect sociological theories with the

social realities of the multi-ethnic Manshrtkoku. There were theorists of ethnicity who had

not lived outside of Japan fbr any length oftime, and there were ethnologists with substantial

fieldwork experience, but few had connected experience and theory as powerfu11y as

NAKANo did. Undoubtedly, both his theoretical insight and the fact that he wrote as a

professor at Foundation University made his work invaluable to the Institute for Ethnic

Research.

   There is little evidence that colonial ethnologists explicitly cited NAKANo's theories in

their own fieldwork. Nonetheless, that is not the only, or even the best, way to assess his

influence. Arguably, the Institute and NAKANo were less interested in their influence on

professional ethnology than in incorporating ethnology within a broader policy on ethnicity

fbr the multi-ethnic Japanese Empire. This shift might also be understood as one from

ethnological research to "national studies," so long as it is clear that this definition of

"nation" was a thoroughly ethnic one. It was precisely because of this attempt to shift

attention from ethnology per se to the broader field of ethnic (national) studies that the

sociological theories of TAKATA Yasuma and NAKANo Seiichi were consistently highlighted

in the publications of the Institute. What NAKANo and his mentor provided was an overall

framework fbr a policy that justified continued research on ethnicity in an empire where

ethnicity, if not carefu11y controlled, could erupt at any minute into ethnic nationalist

movements for independence. Furthermore, NAKANo's work not only justified the

continuation of ethnic studies under a multi-ethnic Japanese empire, but provided an outline

for how ethnic studies could contribute to the strengthening of regional stability under

Japanese imperial rule. NAKANo provided a regional framework in which research on ethnic

groups in East Asia (especially those deemed "backward Vblre') was more than merely

tolerated: it was essential to intra-regional stability.

   Ethnic research was part of a broader structure in which it was the obligation of the

advanced modern Japanese "ethnic nation" to lead other less developed ethnic groups

towards eventual national expression. Inherent in this argument was NAKANo's sociological

approach that grasped ethnic identity as an expression of subjective consciousness and

therefbre as malleable. Because ethnicity was not grounded in nature like race, ethnic

identity could be shaped in infinite ways. Moreover, by introducing the distinction between

ethnic and civic fbrms of nationality and by insisting on the necessity of mediating

relationships between ethnicity and the political state, NAKANo provided a theory fbr ethnic

research that legitimated and even mandated the participation of Japanese scholars and

officials in the shaping of ethnic and national identities in the Asian region. Yet, the ultimate

emphasis was not on ethnicity. NAKANo's policy on ethnicity legitimated research on ethnic

studies, but only insofar as the broader framework remained a multi-ethnic, political sense of

nationality that all groups eventually would reach as they modernized. At present, he argued,

that stage was only realized by the Japanese nation, and therefbre if ethnic strife were to be

avoided in the region, the Japanese state was the only fbrce capable ofpreventing it.

   Perhaps NAKANo's greatest contribution to the debates on ethnicity during the 1930s and

early 1940s was his attempt to reconcile ethnic identity with the obvious multi-ethnic

realities of modern social life. While his conceptualization was not entirely original (he drew
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much of it丘om TAKATA）， he added a more regional and pragmatic fbcus to these attempts to

reshape ethnic nationality． Moreover， close attention to NAKANo’s theories on ethnic

nationality reveals how even a liberalism premised on promoting multi－ethnic societies

joined fbrces with less liberal theories derived f士om Nazi concepts of theゐ1んin the加ηzo肋

maelstrom of imperial Japan． There is undoubtedly much to leam ffom NAKANo about

Japanese imperialism， wartime Japanese anthropology， and even about the problem of

et㎞icity飴r present－day et㎞ologists and anthropologists around the world． Ce質ainly， the

lessons of NAKANo’s et㎞ic studies are not limited to anthropologists or to Japan． They are

timely lessons鉛r any state（江transnational organizatio且that a賃empts to engage in et㎞ic

intervention in the h6pes ofenginee血g more multi－et㎞ic political bodies．
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